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Abstract15

The cloudy zone (CZ), a nm-sized intergrowth of taenite or tetrataenite crystals (or is-16

lands), is the most promising phase to preserve palaeomagnetic records in (stony-)iron17

meteorites. While slowly-cooled meteorites form tetrataenite – an extremely good recorder18

– fast-cooled meteorites contain fine-grained taenite islands, which were considered un-19

suitable for palaeomagnetic studies. In this work, however, we show that nm-sized taen-20

ite grains are stable over billion-year timescales, indicating that taenite-bearing mete-21

orites are reliable sources of paleomagnetic information. Additionally, we find a range22

of sizes for which taenite forms stable single-domain structures. Single-domain states might23

be preserved even through subsequent tetrataenite ordering, implying that tetrataenite24

might carry magnetization state inherited from its precursor taenite. This remanent mag-25

netization can be up to 105 years older than that of larger tetrataenite islands in the same26

meteorite, which would have been reset upon ordering. This allow studding to two dis-27

tinct events of planetesimal formation from a single sample.28

Plain Language Summary29

Metallic meteorites are fragments of small planetary bodies that formed during the30

first million years of our solar system. They can provide a wealth of information about31

how small planets form, how they undergo differentiation and whether (and how) they32

once had a liquid core capable of generating self-driven magnetic fields. The presence33

of a planetary magnetic field is ultimately a necessary ingredient for evolution of life, as34

without a strong field, microorganisms would be exposed to deadly cosmic rays, and any35

atmosphere would be prone to being blown away by solar wind - a fate that happened36

to Mars millions of years ago. Recent works have shown that nanometer-sized tetrataen-37

ite grains present in slowly cooled meteorites are able to preserve records of ancient mag-38

netic activity of their parent bodies. In this work we show that taenite, a common mag-39

netic mineral in fast cooled meteorites, is also capable of reliably preserving records of40

ancient magnetic fields. These results open a window of opportunity in using metallic41

meteorites, in particular the so-called fast cooled meteorites, in understanding key as-42

pect of planetary formation and evolution based on their magnetic records preserved in43

nm-sized taenite grains.44

1 Introduction45

Most meteorites are believed to originate from small planetary bodies (< 500 km46

radius) formed within the first million years (Myr) of the solar system (McCoy et al.,47

2006). The existence of iron and stony-iron meteorites indicates that part of these bod-48

ies underwent large-scale differentiation (McCoy et al., 2006; Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011),49

possibly generating planetary magnetic fields by dynamo processes due to convection of50

molten metallic cores (Bryson et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2016). Recent paleomagnetic51

studies in (stony-)iron meteorites suggest that these materials can preserve magnetic records52

of planetary fields generated by their parent bodies (Nichols et al., 2016; Maurel et al.,53

2020; Nichols et al., 2021). The cloudy zone (CZ), an intergrowth of tightly packed, nanometer-54

sized crystals (or islands) of taenite or tetrataenite embedded in a paramagnetic matrix55

(Blukis et al., 2017), is the most promising magnetic phase to have possibly recorded an-56

cient magnetic activity in meteorites (Uehara et al., 2011). Recently developed novel tech-57

niques capable of selectively measuring magnetizations in a µm- to nm-scale (nanopa-58

leomagnetism) allowed the first paleointensity estimates based on remanences recorded59

in the CZ to be made (Bryson et al., 2014b; Nichols et al., 2016). However, the lack in60

theoretical understanding of the CZ’s recording process brings the current estimates into61

constant debate and revision (Berndt et al., 2016; Einsle et al., 2018; Maurel et al., 2019).62

Taenite islands that form in the CZ at ≲ 400 oC upon cooling might undergo a phase63

transition to tetrataenite if the cooling of meteoritic metal is very slow (< 150 – 250064
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oC/Myr, Nichols et al. (2020)). Tetrataenite ordering is suggested to critically affect the65

domain state of the island and the ability of CZ to maintain a stable magnetic record-66

ing (Einsle et al., 2018). Some key aspects of this ordering process, however, are still poorly67

constrained. Understanding which domain states form in nm-sized taenite islands in the68

CZ prior to tetrataenite ordering, their temporal stability and how they are modified dur-69

ing ordering (i.e., whether any paleomagnetic record in taenite can nonetheless be pre-70

served through the phase transition), are all key for constraining the mechanism by which71

the CZ records magnetization in meteorites.72

Recent micromagnetic models suggests that reliable magnetic recordings are cre-73

ated in the CZ through a series of modifications of the islands’ domain states: first, taen-74

ite islands (∼ 90 nm) form (unstable) single-vortex (SV) states for temperatures > 32075

oC; second, SV states in taenite are gradually transformed into (also unstable) multi-76

domain (MD) states during tetrataenite ordering at 320 oC (Néel, 1964); finally, the MD77

states are transformed into stable SD states as tetrataenite ordering is complete (Einsle78

et al., 2018). In this model, the islands’ magnetic domain states fundamentally change79

during ordering, thus suggesting that (i) stable SD magnetizations can be recorded only80

when tetrataenite orders in the CZ , and (ii) that any natural remanent magnetization81

(NRM) possibly carried by taenite former to the phase transition is lost during the or-82

dering (Einsle et al., 2018). It has thus been widely accepted that reliable paleomagnetic83

records in meteorites are only possible in tetrataenite dominated CZs (Maurel et al., 2019;84

Nichols et al., 2020). Moreover, the formation of stable SD states in tetrataenite has been85

thought to occur only when its precursor taenite is large enough to form SV states (thus86

allowing the SV to MD to SD transitions to take place) (Nichols et al., 2020). This se-87

ries of assumptions has thus restricted the number of meteorites that could, in princi-88

ple, preserve paleomagnetic record. As a consequence, part of the fast cooled iron me-89

teorites that experienced cooling rates of the order of ∼ 150 oC/Myr to ∼ 2500 oC/Myr,90

are usually disregarded as possible sources of paleomagnetic records. In these meteorites,91

the rapid cooling prevented both the growth in taenite islands (and the formation of SV92

states) as well as tetrataenite to order (Nichols et al., 2020). Fast cooled meteorites, par-93

ticularly the IVAs, represent an important class of meteorites: they are fragments of plan-94

etary cores ejected during collisions between differentiated planetesimals (Asphaug, 2009),95

whose complete removal of the overlaid silicate mantle has exposed them to unusually96

rapid cooling. Recent planetary models have shown that mantle-stripped cores are likely97

to have generated self-exciting magnetic fields as they cooled (Neufeld et al., 2019). The98

forthcoming NASA mission Psyche will search for evidence of a past magnetic activity99

of the asteroid (16) Psyche (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2017), which is the largest (∼ 180-km100

diameter) known metal-rich object (∼ 30 to ∼ 60 vol.% metal, Elkins-Tanton et al. (2020))101

in the main asteroid belt and believed to be an exposed metallic core of a mantle-stripped102

planetesimal. As a fast cooled metallic body, the (16) Psyche asteroid is likely to have103

CZs formed within its metallic materials and, hence, to share the same recording prop-104

erties of most IVA meteorites. Assessing the paleomagnetic potential of the CZ in fast105

cooled materials is, therefore, a unique opportunity to obtain key constrains on impor-106

tant processes of planetary formation, e.g., top – down solidification process (Williams,107

2009; Bryson et al., 2017), unconventional dynamo generation mechanisms (Hauck et al.,108

2006) and the importance of impacts on planetary formation (Asphaug, 2009; Asphaug109

& Reufer, 2014).110

In this work, we address two major questions regarding the magnetic recording fi-111

delity of iron meteorites: first, we investigate whether or not the taenite-containing CZs112

in fast cooled iron meteorites can nonetheless preserve stable natural remanent magne-113

tizations over billion-year timescales, which would open the window into using this class114

of meteorites to study planetary core formation. Second, we discuss whether the CZ in115

other meteorites that experienced slower cooling rates, and which thus contain tetrataen-116

ite islands, can possibly retain any previous memory from the magnetization of taenite117

islands that existed prior to tetrataenite ordering. In this study, we approach these prob-118
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lems by carrying out extensive and systematic finite-element 3D micromagnetic simu-119

lations of taenite islands of various sizes and elongations and find that there is a wide120

range of taenite island sizes that are thermally stable over billion-year timescales. Ad-121

ditionally, we find a narrow size range where fine-grained tetrataenite may possibly re-122

tain a previous NRM inherited from the precursor taenite.123

2 Methods124

2.1 Islands sizes and shapes in the CZ125

Einsle et al. (2018) used a combination of different experimental methods to char-126

acterize the morphology of the CZ islands of the Tazewell IAB sLH iron meteorite. The127

results indicate the predominance of prolate triaxial grains, with elongation varying be-128

tween 0 % and 50 % in the intermediate (island sizes between ∼ 60 nm and ∼ 120 nm)129

and fine (≲ 50 nm) regions of the CZ. These are larger grains sizes than are reported in130

the literature for fast cooled meteorites, where the island sizes range from ∼ 12 nm to131

∼ 32 nm (Table S4 in supplementary material). In this work we used finite-element mi-132

cromagnetic modelling to investigate the thermal stability of nm-sized taenite with sizes133

varying between 10 nm and 90 nm (in equivalent spherical volume diameter, ESVD), con-134

sidering two different grain geometries: (i) prolate spheroids and (ii) triaxial ellipsoids135

(Fig. 1). For both geometries the elongation is set along the [001] (easy-)direction of the136

cubic crystal structure of taenite. Percentage elongations varying between 0 % and 50137

% are considered, such that 0 % correspond to an equidimensional shape (in this study,138

a sphere) and 50 % correspond to a short to long axis ratio (e) equal to 0.5. The triax-139

ial particles have an intermediate axis 5 % longer than the short axis (Fig. 1b).140

Figure 1. Particle geometry. (a) An ellipsoidal geometry with axes length a, b and c. The

spheroidal and triaxial ellipsoidal geometries used to describe the grain shapes investigated in

this work are special cases based on this basic geometry. (b) Transversal view of the ellipsoidal

shape depicted in (a). cps: minor axis width for prolate spheroids (which is equal in length to b);

cte: minor axis length for triaxial ellipsoids (= 0.95 b); e: elongation (= b/a).

2.2 Micromagnetic modeling141

The finite-element micromagnetic modeling package MERRILL (Ó Conbhúı et al.,142

2018) (version 1.5.2) is used to execute the simulations. For taenite, the room-temperature143

magnetic parameters used in this work are: saturation magnetization Ms = 1,273 kA/m,144
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anisotropy constant K1 = 1 kJ/m3 and exchange constant A = 1.13×10-11 J/m (Hÿtch145

et al., 2003; Gehrmann, 2005). The meshed volumes describing the grains morphology146

are created using the software Coreform Cubit (version 2021.11). The resolution of the147

mesh of the particle is constrained to be less than the exchange length l (Rave et al., 1998):148

l =

√
2A

µ0M2
s

, (1)

which is ∼ 3 nm for taenite. However, for smaller grain sizes an even finer mesh reso-149

lution was used: 1 nm for grains between 10 nm and 20 nm, 2 nm for grain sizes between150

20 nm and 28 nm, and 3 nm for grain sizes > 30 nm.151

The domain structure that minimizes the grain’s internal energy is referred to as152

a local energy minimum (LEM) state. We use the software Paraview (Ahrens et al., 2005)153

to visualize the domain structure associated to the LEM states. To assess the thermal154

stability of a particle, in principle all LEM states must be obtained. Although no com-155

putational method guarantees that all LEM states can be determined, by performing a156

large number of energy minimization seeded with initial random states for a given vol-157

ume, it is possible to observe which LEM states are the most likely to occur. In this work,158

for each grain shape, 100 minimizations are performed. From the LEM states it is pos-159

sible to estimate the thermal stability of the magnetic state by calculating the energy160

barriers (∆E) between any two different domain states. The nudge-elastic-band (NEB)161

method, implemented in MERRILL’s micromagnetic routine, allows determination of162

the minimal energy path over which a transition between two distinct LEM states is likely163

to occur (Fabian & Shcherbakov, 2018). The energy barrier ∆E is then calculated as the164

difference between the maximum energy value along the minimal path determined by165

the NEB method and the energy of the initial LEM state. Based on ∆E the thermomag-166

netic stability of a domain state is estimated by calculating the relaxation time associ-167

ated with the transition using the Néel-Arrhenius equation (Néel, 1949):168

τ = τ0 exp

(
∆E

kBT

)
, (2)

with τ0 = 10-9 s the atomic attempt time (Berndt et al., 2015), kB the Boltzmann con-169

stant and T the temperature.170

3 Results171

3.1 Domain states in nm-sized taenite172

Micromagnetic results revealed a gradual change in taenite’s domain state, from173

uniform to non-uniform, as a function of grain size. Both grain shapes (spheroidal and174

triaxial ellipsoidal) exhibit uniform SD states magnetized along the long axis for smaller175

sizes Fig. 2a (see supplementary material, Fig. S1), while larger grains display non-uniform176

domain states. We observed three different non-SD structures: (i) long-axis-aligned-SV177

(LSV), in which a magnetic vortex is aligned with the long axis of the grain (Fig. 2b and178

Fig. S1 in supplementary material), (ii) short-axis-aligned-SV (SSV), in which the vor-179

tex core is aligned with the short axis (Fig.2c,d) and (iii) “twisted-SV” (TSV) states,180

in which the vortex core does not follow a straight line (Fig. 2e,f). The latter is possi-181

bly a transitional state from a SV to a multi-vortex state.182

The critical grain sizes that mark transitions between distinct domain structures183

were obtained from size hysteresis loops (Fig. S1 in the supplementary material) (Ó Conbhúı184

et al., 2018). There are three critical grain sizes: The transition from SV to LSV (dSD
LSV ),185

from LSV to SSV (dLSV
SSV ), and from SSV to TSV (dSSV

TSV ). This sequence of domain states186
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a) 28 nm (SD) b) 34 nm (LSV)

c) 45 nm (SSV) d) 45 nm (SSV)

e) 70 nm (TSV) f) 90 nm (TSV) 

Helicity

Low helicity High helicity
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Figure 2. Magnetic domain structures for 30% elongated, spheroidal taenite grains with

different sizes. (a) SD state (28 nm); (b) LSV state (34 nm); (c, d): two different SSV states ob-

served in a 45 nm sized grain; (e) TSV state (70 nm); (f) TSV state (90 nm). The green surfaces

are helicity iso-surfaces. The same domain states and size thresholds were observed in triaxial

grains (see Table S1).
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(SD to LSV to SSV to TSV) was observed in both spheroidal and triaxial grains, and187

the critical grain sizes were virtually identical (Table S4 in supplementary material). How-188

ever, grains in the SSV to TSV range show an important difference in behaviour depend-189

ing on the spheroidal/triaxial shape: while triaxial grains have four distinct stable do-190

main states (each differing only in the sign of the total magnetic moment and the sign191

of the total vorticity), spheroidal grain’s vortex cores (and therefore, magnetic moment192

vectors) are free to rotate about the elongation axis (SSV), or about a certain solid an-193

gle around the elongation axis (TSV) (Figure S3 in supplementary material). This ef-194

fect is due to the rotational symmetry of spheroidal grains, together with the extremely195

weak magnetocrystalline anisotropy of taenite.196

3.2 Energy barriers197

NEB results indicate two mechanisms of magnetization reversal in the SD size range:198

(i) coherent rotation (CR), in which the SD structure as a whole is rotated coherently,199

and (ii) via vortex nucleation (VN), which involves the nucleation of a magnetic vortex200

through the minimized energy path (usually a SSV state, Fig. 2d), rotation of the vor-201

tex structure, and reestablishment of a uniform state. CR is observed in grain sizes <202

dSD
LSV , while reversals via VN are observed in the proximity of uniform to non-uniform203

transition (i.e., grains sizes ≲ dSD
LSV ). Energy barriers associated to CR reversals are larger204

than those that occurs via VN (Fig. 3a).205

There are narrow transition zones in the proximity of dSD
LSV , d

LSV
SSV , and dSSV

TSV of206

around ∼4 to ∼12 nm, where more than one domain structure can occur (see Fig. S1207

in supplementary material). For instance, in the proximity of dSD
LSV , both SD (with higher208

internal energy) and LSV (with lower internal energy) states are observed within the mi-209

cromagnetic solutions; in these cases, we used only the lowest energy domain states to210

calculate energy barriers. Transitions between LSV states of opposite magnetic moment211

(Fig. 3e,k) occur through a process similar to coherent rotation, in which the whole vor-212

tex structure is rotated coherently (structure coherent rotation, Nagy et al. (2017))213

SSV and TSV states in spheroidal grains can occur in any direction about a solid214

angle, without any effective energy barrier between these different states. In triaxial grains,215

however, the small deformation about the intermediate axis is sufficient to create an en-216

ergy barrier of a magnitude comparable or higher than that of LSV transitions (Fig. 3217

and S3 in supplementary materials).218

3.3 Domain state stability219

For spheroidal grains, the smallest SD grains are superparamagnetic, while above220

∼ 14 nm most are stable over geological time scales (Fig. 4). Up to the 40–50 nm (de-221

pending on elongation), particles are LSV and almost all are stable. Above this range,222

spheroidal particles become SSV/TSV, and hence have zero energy barrier, allowing them223

to freely rotate about a solid angle – their relaxation time therefore approaches zero. Tri-224

axial grains, on the other hand (while showing the same behaviour for small sizes), do225

not have this rotational symmetry: Therefore, the larger SSV/TSV grains (starting from226

30-50 nm depending on elongation), have increasingly larger energy barriers, such that227

– apart from a narrow low-stability trough around 30-50 nm – particles become very sta-228

ble again.229

4 Discussion230

4.1 Paleomagnetic potential of fast cooled iron meteorites231

Micromagnetic results presented in this work indicate that taenite forms SV states232

in grain sizes ≳ 34 nm (depending on elongation), which is in agreement with previous233
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Figure 3. Transitions between different domain state in shperoidal taenite grains. (a–c) En-

ergy barriers, (d–l) domain states of ground state, maximum energy state, and opposite ground

state. Left column: SD–SD transition through coherent rotation (CR); centre column: LSV–LSV

transition; right column: SSV–SSV transition for a triaxial ellipsoid (TE, blue line) and a prolate

spheroid (PS, orange line). Also in (a): some larger SD states transition through vortex nucle-

ation (VN, orange line), through a sequence given by Figs (d)-(h)-(j).
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Figure 4. Thermal stability / relaxation times of (a) spheroidal, (b) triaxial taenite grains

and (c) within the SD size range for both shapes. In (c), hollow (circle, square, triangles and

diamond) symbols are the relaxation times calculated for island sizes of some IVA meteorites.

We consider particles with 78 % of the island sizes observed experimentally, as this is suggested

to be the approximate size of the islands at 320 oC (Maurel et al., 2019). Lines correspond to

the different elongations (in %). The bars correspond to the highest (50 %) and lowest (20 %)

elongations, respectively, used to calculate the relaxation times for the IVAs. Spheres, triangles,

squares and pentagram represent the sizes in which SD-SD, LSV-LSV, SSV-SSV and TSV-TSV

transitions were used to calculate relaxation times, respectively. For SD states, transitions can

occur through coherent roation (CR) or via vortex nucleation (VN).
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numerical models (Einsle et al., 2018). Our results also show, however, that there is a234

size range, from ∼14 nm to ∼34 nm, for which taenite forms stable SD states (Fig. 4).235

Previous works suggested that taenite islands in the CZ tend to occur in vortex states236

and only form SD states upon ordering to tetrataenite under extremely slow cooling (Einsle237

et al., 2018). The existence of a SD range in nm-sized taenite grains is important for both238

slowly cooled meteorites (as discussed in the next section), and for fast cooled meteorites:239

rapid cooling of a meteorite (150 to 2500 oC/Myr, Nichols et al., 2020), such as the IVAs,240

both prevents the islands to grow bigger, and prevents taenite from ordering to tetrataen-241

ite; they are, therefore, believed to preserve fine-grained (< 50 nm), taenite-containing242

CZs (Nichols et al., 2020). It was previously assumed that the low coercivity of bulk taen-243

ite implied low thermal stability, making fast cooled meteorites poor candidates for pa-244

leomagnetic recorders (Bryson et al., 2014b; Einsle et al., 2018; Nichols et al., 2020). Our245

results suggest otherwise: We have shown here that taenite-containing CZs in fast cooled246

meteorites are stable over billion-year timescales, and are thus good candidates to pro-247

vide reliable paleomagnetic records of ancient dynamo activity in meteorites. Based on248

experimentally measured island sizes of IVA meteorites (Yang et al., 1997; Goldstein et249

al., 2009), we show that most of them are likely to have formed stable SD taenite grains250

at ≳320 oC (Fig. 4c). Note that fast cooling for iron meteorites is still at sufficiently slow251

rates (see Table S4 in supplementary material), that we can expect the change in tem-252

perature to be slower than the increase in grain size with respect to controlling the block-253

ing of the grains’ magnetization. Therefore, we suggest that fast cooled meteorites are254

likely to preserve stable crystallization remanent magnetizations (CRMs) in their CZs255

over billion-year timescales. This opens the possibility of assessing ancient dynamo ac-256

tivity based on record preserved in taenite-containing CZs of fast cooled meteorites.257

4.2 Taenite-inherited remanence in tetrataenite-containing meteorites258

Tetrataenite islands in the CZ form through the ordering of disordered taenite is-259

lands (Maurel et al., 2019). Our results indicate that most IVA meteorites are likely to260

have formed stable SD taenite grains at 320 oC. Fast cooled meteorites contain predom-261

inantly fine-grained CZ islands (< 50 nm) and may either avoid ordering to tetrataen-262

ite, or in some cases partially or completely order to tetrataenite (e.g., IVA Steinbach,263

Bryson et al. (2014a)). In fast cooled meteorites that form tetrataenite in the CZ, the264

chemical ordering is likely to take place from an underlying SD state of its precursor taen-265

ite – at least for the finer grain sizes. This is fundamentally different to recent numer-266

ical models (Einsle et al., 2018) suggesting that large (> 60 nm) SV taenite grains un-267

dergo a series of domain modifications during tetrataenite ordering that leads to a com-268

plete loss of any taenite-precursor magnetization. While not explicitly shown by our model,269

it strongly suggests that a precursor SD taenite island would retain an identical or sim-270

ilar SD state upon the phase transition to SD tetrataenite.271

Note, however, that during chemical ordering (below 320 oC), tetrataenite aligns272

its uniaxial anisotropy axis along one of the ⟨100⟩ directions of the underlying cubic struc-273

ture of taenite (Clarke & Scott, 1980; Bryson et al., 2014a; Einsle et al., 2018), such that274

the tetrataenite magnetocrystalline easy axis would not necessarily correspond to the275

taenite magnetostatic easy (i.e., elongation) axis, which might modify the domain state.276

Tetrataenite does, however, tend to align its anisotropy axis in the direction of the ex-277

ternal field (Bryson et al., 2014a) – although it is conceivable that the internal magne-278

tization of the precursor taenite also influences the orientation of tetrataenite’s anisotropy279

axis (and, hence, its easy-directions of magnetization), which would then reinforce the280

precursor SD magnetization. It has long been suggested that fine-grained tetrataenite281

might inherit the domain state of its precursor taenite (Wasilewski, 1988) (similar to re-282

manence inheritance upon maghemitization), and our simulations add weight to this hy-283

pothesis for the SD size range. In fast cooled meteorites, the preservation of domain states284

during tetrataenite ordering would represent a new mechanism remanence recording by285

the CZ, distinct from the domain modifications proposed by Einsle et al. (2018).286
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It is currently assumed that only SD tetrataenite can preserve reliable records in287

meteoritic CZs, implying that the temperature at which the islands’ magnetic moment288

are blocked is, thus, the temperature at which tetrataenite orders (i.e., 320 oC). How-289

ever, our results show that taenite-containing CZs are likely to record stable CRMs as290

taenite islands surpass their blocking volume and possibly inherit the uniform state on291

subsequent tetrataenite ordering. Taenite-inherited remanences in tetrataenite-containing292

CZs suggests, thus, that in fast cooled meteorites, the islands’ bloocking temperature is293

not 320oC as usually assumed (Bryson et al., 2014a; Maurel et al., 2019; Nichols et al.,294

2020), but is instead somewhere between ∼400 oC (i.e., the temperature at which taen-295

ite islands form in the CZ) and 320 oC. Based on the reported cooling rate for fast cooled296

meteorites (see Table S4 in supplementary material), this could translate to a tempo-297

ral discrepancy of up to ∼105 years in the timing of magnetic recording: any NRM pre-298

served by tetrataenite islands (and measured nowadays), could have been recorded by299

stable SD states in taenite islands (as a CRM) up to ∼ 105 years before the ordering300

started. Larger, SV taenite-precursor islands, may, however, have been completely re-301

set upon ordering to tetrataenite, such that these tetrataenite islands would have recorded302

a new phase-transition-remanent-magnetization ∼ 105 years later. Therefore, fast cooled303

iron meteorites, may in-fact carry two distinct remanent magnetizations: one recorded304

by the precursor taenite between 320 and 400 oC, and a second one recorded ∼ 105 years305

later through the phase transition to tetrataenite. In fact, small planetesimals usually306

have short-lived thermomagnetic activity, so time lapses of the order of ∼105 years might307

encompasses completely distinct stages (onset and quiescence of a dynamo, for instance,308

Bryson et al. (2017)) of their magnetic history.309

5 Conclusions310

There are two major implications for paleomagnetic recording in fast cooled me-311

teorites that results from this work: First, we showed that, contrary to what is commonly312

assumed, most nm-sized taenite grains can preserve stable magnetization states over billion-313

yeaers timescales, indicating that taenite-containing CZs can provide reliable paleomag-314

netic records of ancient activity in meteorites. This gives a unique opportunity of inves-315

tigating key aspect of core formation and dynamo generation based on magnetic records316

preserved in these meteorites. Second, we suggest that tetrataenite-containing CZs in317

some fast cooled might preserve a taenite-inherited remanence, recorded on growth of318

taenite islands and inherited by tetrataenite as it orders. The preservation of stable SD319

taenite states through tetrataenite ordering would impact the timing of paleomagnetic320

record: NRMs preserved by tetrataenite islands (and measured nowadays) might reflect321

an (up to ∼ 105 years) older CRM, recorded as taenite islands grew bigger and preserved322

through subsequente tetrataenite ordering. A more constrained blocking estimate requires,323

however, the knowledge of the temperature-dependence of (tetra)taenite’s properties, as324

well as the understanding of how the ordering affects the island’s domain states – both325

effects are still poorly understood. Undestanding these key aspects can provide additional326

constrains on the timing of magnetic recording in meteoritic CZs, which is essential to327

obtain meaningful estimates of paleomagnetic activity in meteorites.328

6 Open Research329

All results reported here were generated using the open source micromagnetic mod-330

eling code MERRILL (Conbhúı et al., 2018). A complete guide to installation and use331

of MERRILL is described here: https://blogs.ed.ac.uk/rockmag. The data required332

to reproduce our results (MERRILL script and geometries) is available at https://github333

.com/devienne/taenite tetrataenite.334
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